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August 15, 2019

Skagit 911 - Board of Directors

2911 E College Way, Suite A
Mount Vernon, WA 98273

As you know, at the June 19, 2019 Special Meeting of the Skagit 911 Board of Directors there was discussion about

the state of Criteria Based Dispatch ( CBD) in the Skagit 911 center and the current challenges moving forward with
a true BLS and ALS tiered -response system. It was stated that a change to the CBD process was not a Skagit 911

decision, and would require a formal recommendation by the EMS Department and the Medical Program Director. 

With that in mind, a group of stakeholders including representatives from Skagit 911, EMS, and various provider
agencies participated in the evaluation of three different vendors of 911 center CBD software. 

From an EMS perspective, our goals are to: dispatch the most appropriate level of medical care to each emergency

call, provide accurate and detailed information to the responding units, provide a structured and consistent call - 

taking process and provide a robust QA system for evaluating our performance and produce reliable data to drive

our decisions moving forward. I have outlined below some feedback on each of the three products we reviewed: 

1. PowerPhone — This product requires the call -taker to choose a call type at the beginning of the call, rather than

guiding the call -taker through the critical criteria during the call to drive the call type decision. It did not have the
consistency and structure controls that we are looking for. 

2. APCO — This product does not currently have an interface with the Spillman CAD system used at Skagit 911 and
would require modification to add consistency and structure controls to the call -taking process. It also lacks a
robust quality assurance program and monitoring process. 

3. ProOA — This product has an existing interface with the Spillman CAD system, provides for structured caller
questioning with a logical sequence, utilizes nationally and internationally recognized medical protocols, and

features a robust quality assurance program where external quality review and coaching is available for an unbiased

perspective from industry experts. 

The recommendation of Skagit 911 at the June 19 meeting was to remain on the current King County CBD program

based primarily on timing and cost. It is important to understand that the King County CBD program is completely
manual and relies on the call -taker to reference the appropriate page in the CBD book and to enter the determinant

code into the CAD system. On a daily basis we are seeing an average of 65% of EMS calls being entered in the

CAD system without a CBD determinant code. This makes it extremely difficult to monitor or make reliable use of

the data collected in the EMS call -taking process. In addition, we are not able to implement a BLS and ALS tiered - 

response model without determinant codes being used and entered along with appropriate pre -arrival instructions
being given to the caller. 
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The EMS Department is prepared to provide funding for the initial purchase of the ProQA software. We have also

requested a quote from Skagit 911 on the anticipated cost associated with upgrading the computer equipment to
support ProQA. 

It is well worth the additional time and cost required to purchase and implement a CBD system that will better meet

the current and future needs of the EMS system and our community, and provide structured medical decision - 

support for Skagit 911 call -takers when time is of the essence. My recommendation is that the Skagit 911 Board of

Directors take action at the upcoming meeting on September 11, 2019 to approve the timely purchase and
implementation of the ProQA software. Please do not hesitate to contact me if I can provide additional information. 

Sincerely
G 
Josh Pelonio

Interim Director

Skagit County EMS

Josh Pelonio, Interim Director/ Trading Coordinator joshp@co.skagit.wa. us

Freya Peebles, Administrative Coordinator freyaxp@co. skagit. wa. us

Matthew F. Russell, M. D., Medical Program Director skagitmpd@icloud. com



MATTHEW F. RUSSELL, M.D. 
Skagit County EMS Medical Program Director

Skagit 911 Board of Directors

2911 E College Way, Suite A
Mount Vernon, WA 98273

August 14th, 2019

Dear Skagit 911 Board of Directors, 

2911 East College Way, Suite C
Mount Vernon, WA 98273

EMS Main Office 360- 416- 8130

Direct 360- 416- 1837

skagitmpd@icioud. com

I am writing to you after listening to the audio from the June 19th Special Meeting of the Skagit
911 Board of Directors. After listening to the discussion at that meeting, I am under the
impression members are interested in soliciting my input as the Skagit County Medical program
Director on the topic of EMS dispatch software and programs given the current review

apparently underway. Please understand that I have have actualy not received any request for
my input from anyone on the Skagit 911 Board of Directors or the 911 Center prior to or after
that June 19th meeting, and that this letter is drafted following the suggestion from members of
the EMS office who simply attended that June 19th meeting. 

I am willing to provide my input on the subject of EMS Dispatch Software and the current
status. 

The Skagit EMS Department and I share the same goals for the system: 

Dispatch the most appropriate level of care to each emergency call
Provide accurate and detailed information to the responding units
Provide structured and consistent call -taking process and provide a robust QA system
for evaluating our performance and
Produce reliable data to drive our decisions moving forward. Below is a summary of
our findings: 

It is my understanding from discussion with the EMS Department that there has been a recent

evaluation of three vendors of potential 911 center criteria based dispatch software. From my
discussion with the EMS Department these are summarized as: 
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1. PowerPhone — this product was very basic, required the call taker to enter a call type
prior to beginning caller questioning and allows the call -taker to bypass important
components of the questioning process. 

2 APCQ— this product does not currently have an interface with the Spillman CAD and
would require modification to lock down the ability for call -takers to bypass important
components of the questioning process. It also lacks a robust QA set up and monitoring
process. 

3. ProQA —this software has an existing interface with the Spillman CAD, a rigid
questioning process, nationally and internationally recognized medical protocols, and a
robust QA system that is monitored by the company up to 25 cases per week. It is also
currently the CBD system in use in both Whatcom and Snohomish Counties. 

Additionally, there has been discussion on staying with the current King County CBD program. 
This program is completely manual, it is not integrated into the CAD system, and in my opinion
it is difficult to monitor or conduct any kind of reliable, meaningful quality assurance. 
Furthermore, despite an extended implementation time ( years), I am under the impression
there does not appear to be a reliable process in place for contemperaneous documentation of

determinant codes. CBD systems are driven by determinant codes. Without accurate code
documentation even a basic QA review process becomes nearly impossible. Because of this I
agree with the EMS Department that implemenation of actual criteria based dispatch is not

appropriate until that component of the system is satisfactorally addressed. 

Additionally, after discussions with the EMS Department, I share their current concerns that
simply that it will be extremely difficult for Skagit 911 make the necessary changes to fully
implement a functional King County CBD within the current structure and system. It will
require a significant amount of work to modify the existing CBD card system and to provide re- 
training to staff in order to break old habits. 

Having reviewed these options and discussed them with the EMS Department, it is my opinion
that purchasing and moving to the ProQA based model is in the best intrest of public safety and
prehospital patient care in Skagit County. 

I have disscussed the ProQA system and implementation with the EMS Medical Program

Director of Whatcom County (Dr. Wayne) and Snohomish County (Dr. Cooper), and both
endorse the ProQA system. 
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I believe it is in the best interest of patients and the public to move to a modern system that will
provide call -taking structure, decision support, legally -defensible protocols, appropriate pre - 
arrival instructions, and structured QA. I understand that a transition to any new system with
be difficult and implementation will be accompanied by a number of hurdles, both seen and
unseen. However, if you are looking for the opinion from the Medical Program Director, it is
my recommendation that you take the steps necessary to proceed with the purchase and
implementation ProQA CBD platform software. 

Sincerely, 

f%.If, F * q" 4w

Matthew Russell, MD

Skagit County EMS Medical Program Director



New Initiative Request Form

Company Name: 

Company Phone: 

Company Address: 

Initiative Title: 

Initiative Description: 

Proposed Start Date: 

Proposed End Date: 

Checklist ( Required — Please attach all supporting documents) 

1. Detailed description of initiative: 

Supporting Documentation Attachment #_ _ N/ A

2. Detailed cost break down: 



Supporting Documentation Attachment #_ _ N/ A

3. Data supporting need

Supporting Documentation Attachment #_ _ N/ A

4. Explanation of benefits to entire EMS system: 

Supporting Documentation Attachment #_ _ N/ A

5. Determination of potential road blocks: 



Supporting Documentation Attachment #_ _ N/ A

6. Determination of successful initiative

Supporting Documentation Attachment # _ N/ A

7. Determination of milestones: 

Supporting Documentation Attachment #_ _ N/ A

8. Ongoing cost analysis: 



Supporting Documentation Attachment #_ _ N/ A

9. Asset and dissolution plan should initiative not receive continued funding: 

Supporting Documentation Attachment # _ N/ A

10. Additional information and technical specifications: 

Supporting Documentation Attachment # N/ A



Possible Process: 

Advertisement: Announcement and listed on County Webpage by 31 January, 2020

Submission by Date: 170030 June, 2020 ( electronic or physical copy acceptable) 

EMS Review by Date: 31 July, 2020

EMS Trauma Advisory Council Review Date: August 2020

Notification Date: 15 September, 2020

Invoices for payment into EMS by: 15 October, 2020

Award amount: 25k total ( Ask Jeff if he wants a set amount) 

Awa rdees: 5 — determined by council vote

Distribution of Program Funding: Up to 80% or 5K, whichever is higher, in 120 days. 
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